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699 Plus ADDENDUM – M Version 

Purpose of this product version is to have a load weighing device, used normally on lifts for anti-overload 

control, with additional measurement of pitch and roll angles of a boat. 

This measurement is performed using an ES270 bi-axial inclinometer (MEMS based), with the possibility to 

activate a relay when the measured tilt is more than one of the limits set for the two angles. 

This features applies to 699 Plus with firmware version 1.34 and hardware version > V3. 

NOTE: version 1.34 is to be used to measure Tilt and Load measurement together; from Version 1.35 it is 

be possible to set the 699Plus M just for load measurement. 

ES270 transducer is connected to the 699 Plus weight controller using a 3 poles screw terminal connection. 

With this unit it is not possible to obtain an analog output signal proportional to the measured weight. 

 

A) ES 270 D21 

This inclinometer as two measuring axes – X and Y – with a measuring range up to ±45° 

Power supply : 24 Vdc 

 
Please consider overall transducer’s height of 35mm (instead of 25 of the above image) to consider 

connector/cable output.  
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B) ES270 connection to 699Plus M 

Electrical connection is, in alternative, with: 

1. 2 mt cable  

2. M12 connector (with cable with molded mating connector) 

 
Connection 699Plus connection 

reference 
PVC shielded cable 
(Twisted pairs) 

2 mt - PUR molded M12 
cable 

GND power supply  1 Blue + Green Brown 

Power Supply (+24Vdc) 2 Red+ Yellow Red 

Digital comm. (Data +) 22 Gray Blue 

Digital comm. (Data -) 24 Pink Yellow 

Digital comm. GND  23 Brown White 

Shield 3 Cable Shield Cable Shield 

Note that it is always required that connection between the transducer and the 699Plus are done using 

twisted pairs shielded cables, connecting cable shield to a good earth connection. 

C) Displaying of measurements 

699Plus M digital conditioner shows on the display the weight measurement and after having set the 

needed working parameters (in the following section), Tilt measurement can be displayed as follows: 

a. Press  pushbutton to display the X measurement. 

Measured X tilt is represented on the display with the leftmost digit of the display 

indicating continuously _.  The rightmost digits represent the tilt ( 1° resolution). 

i.e.   _ 45 
b. Press  pushbutton to display the Y measurement 

Measured Y tilt is represented on the display with the leftmost digit of the display 

indicating continuously |. The rightmost digits represent the tilt ( 1° resolution). 

i.e.  | 45 
 

c. From any tilt measurement, press C pushbutton to display back the weight measurement. 
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Note that if the tilt measurement function is active and the ES270 transducer is correctly connected, the 

weight measurement indicates the correct connection with a blinking of the rightmost dot of the display.  

8888. 

D) 699Plus Tilt Setup 

To enter the setup menu: 

a. power the 699 unit, while pressing  button 
b. use RESET pushbutton, while pressing  button 

Display will show Incl to confirm procedure activation. 

Use  or  to view available parameters. 

Use E to view and modify existing numeric parameter or to confirm changes to parameter. 

Use C to end calibration and start load measurement or to abort changes to numeric parameter, 

maintaining the existing value. 

To modify numeric parameter use  to increase or  to decrease value of one unit.  + E increase 

value of 10 and then 100 units while + E decreases of 10 and then 100 units. 

 FUNCTION Display Notes 

1 Tilt activation Act Value can be: 
0 = Tilt evaluation disabled 

Relay 3 behaves on weight measurement as indicated 
for standard 699 Plus versions. 

1 = Tilt evaluation enabled 
Relay 3 behaves on tilt measurement and is activated 
if any of the following condition is verified: 
X measurement > + Limit X 
X measurement < - Limit X 
Y measurement > + Limit Y 
Y measurement < - Limit Y 

Press E to confirm change and Act is displayed again. 
For FW version 1.34, the unit works only in inclinometer 
+ load measurement, Keep ACT = 1.  

2 Zeroing Lev This function is to be used after the transducer has been 
installed on the machine and there is the need to 
consider the corresponding measurements (X and Y axis) 
as the Zero reference. 
Before to set Zero reference, verify the connection (see 
Verify connection). 

By pressing the E  pushbuttons, the function zeroes the 
current measurements and after a countdown of 60 

seconds, displaying briefly MEMO message to confirm that 
measurements are saved. 

LEV is displayed again when procedure is completed. 

3 Limit X 1Lev The value of this parameter is the X axis limit. 
The value entered is considered by 699Plus M as ± X 
degrees and any measurement greater than this 
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reference will activate Relay 3. 

Press E to view the current numeric value and use  or 
 pushbuttons to modify the value (from 0 to 45). 

After You reach the desired value, press E to confirm 

change and 1Lev indication is displayed again. 
Default value = 10.  

4 Limit Y 2Lev The value of this parameter is the Y axis limit. 
The value entered is considered by 699Plus M as ± Y 
degrees and any measurement greater than this 
reference will activate Relay 3. 

Press E to view the current numeric value and use  or 
 pushbuttons to modify the value (from 0 to 45). 

After You reach the desired value, press E to confirm 

change and 2Lev indication is displayed again. 
Default value = 10 

5 Verify connection Con This function verifies the correct connection between 
699Plus M and ES270 D21. 

By pressing E the function test the connection, 
returning: 

ERR.45 if there is no connection to the inclinometer 

ERR.00 (steady) if connection is OK 

After 5 seconds Con is displayed again 

6 Switching off  time Time The value of this parameter is the time, in seconds, 
elapsing between the switching off of the Relay 3 and the 
end of the condition that triggered the relay. 

Press E to view the current numeric value and use  or 
 pushbuttons to modify the value (from 1 to 600 
seconds). 

After You reach the desired value, press E to confirm 

change and time indication is displayed again. 
Default value = 10 

 

After setup is completed, press the C pushbutton to retest the unit, displaying briefly SAVE message to 

confirm that measurements are saved, returning to the normal instrument’s operation. 

 

Display will show alternatively the weigh measurement and Er. 45 blinking message, to indicate that there 

is no more a connection to the ES270 inclinometer. In this condition, all the measurement functions related 

to the tilt are not active and Relay 3 will not signal a pitch or roll angle greater than the limits. 

All weight related functions are working as described in the main 699Plus manual. 

In case of error related to weight measurement, display will show alternatively the error, the x tilt 

measurement and the y tilt measurement. 

 

N.B. : if a load transducer is not connected to RJ11 connector (or to the screw terminal connection, 

reference from 16 to 19 on the top label) the displayed value for weight measurement will vary randomly 
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and  Relay 1 and Relay 2 could trigger/activate depending form the displayed value and from their own 

settings (FSCA, Lev1, Lev2 values). 
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699PlusM electrical connection to the transducers, depending from hardware configuration: 

 
In case no load transducer is connected to the 699Plus M, it is suggested to provide a stable differential 

input between connection 18 and 19, in order to avoid any unwanted change on the display, when it is not 

displaying any tilt measurement. 

Similar solution can be applied if a RJ11 plug is installed on the 699Plus M, by providing the steady 

differential signal between contacts 3 and 4 of RJ11 connector. 
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Example for system’s configuration with ES270 inclinometer connected to 699Plus M conditioner, with 

resistor network (2x4k9 Ohm) installed on screw terminal, when no load measurement is required. 
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